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I.

The neutron is a valu
able experimental pr
ojectile for
studying the nuclear
force field. The ne
utron is a neutral
particle,
and hence it does no
t experience the co
uloeb field surround
ing the
nucleus. Nuclear in
teractions can then
be studied at low bo
mbarding
energies. If signif
icant information ab
out the nuclear inte
raction
is desired, the ener
gy spectrum of the
neutrons must be de
termined.
Since the discover
y of the neutron by
Chadwick in 1932,
many
techniques have be
cn devised to detect
and accurately meas
ure the
energy of neutrcn
beams. One of the
older and better kn
own methods
of measuring the
energy of neutrons is
by proton recoil.
This method
of spectrometry is
based on the principl
e that a neutron,
incident
upon a hydrogeneous
tarz;et, will have an
elastic collision wi
th a
proton in the targ
et. The recoil prot
ons are distributed
isotropically throug
h all angles in the
forward hemisphere
. The
energy of the reco
il proton is propor
tional to the cos 2
e where E9
is the angle of the
recoil proton. The
maximum energy acqu
ired by
the proton occurs
in a head-on collis
ion in which all the
energy of
the incident neut
ron is transferred
to the proton. The
energy
spectrum of the
recoil protons that occu
rs in an organic
scintil/ator
(1)
is shown in Fig.
1 (solid curve).
The value r is the
incident
n
neutron energy.
The experimental cu
rve (Fig. 1, drshed
cnrvn.)
differs from the
theoretical curve be
cause of a ron-line
ar re)onse
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THE NUMBER OF RECOIL PROTOI AS A
FUNCTION OF PROTON ENEROiSlY
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of the scintillator to the recoil proton, statistical fluctuations
of light from the scintillator, and statistical fluctuations in the
conversion that takes place in the photomultiplier.
If the neutrons are monoencrgetic, an accurate experimental
determination of E is possible even though the experimental curve is
n
distorted.

This method still yields satisfactory results, even if

there is more than one energy group, provided the neutron energy
groups are sufficiently separated and the number of neutrons in each
group is approximately equal.

The proton recoil in a scintillator

yields unsatisfactory results when there are several neutron energy
groups of widely varying intensity and with small energy separations
(Fig. 2/ solid curve).

The values E
ni

respective incident neutron energies.

E , and E
are the
n2
n3
It can be observed that

separation of the three energy groups from the experimental cul:e
(2)
(Fig. 2, dashed curve) is virtually impossible.
Another difficulty with the proton recoil method is that
neutrons with an energy of 10 Eev or greater can have an inelastic
collision with protons.
Proton recoil measurements are made in most cases with an
organic scintillation detector.

If the detector is made thick enough

to have a very high detection efficiency for neutrons, the spectrum
Ls distorted by multiple scattering of the neutrons in the
scintillator.

Also, a thick detector has a higher efficiency for

garr.7,,a rays which produce unwanted interactions in the scintillator.
Another method of measuring the energy spectru.:1 of neutron*
is by a tire-of-flight spectrometer.

The energy of the neutron group

is determined by measuring the time-of-flight over a known distance

a..
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THE NU1.3ER OF RECOIL FROTCNS AS A
FUNCTION OF PROTON ENERGY ITTI
THREE ENERGY GROUPS CLOSELY SPACEDP)

from which the energy can be computed.

The time-of-flight

spectrometer can also be used with a wider range of neutron energi
es
since inelastic interactions in the detector no longer presen
t
a problem.
There are many electronic approaches to extracting the
(3,4,5)
maximum timing information from photomultiplier pulses. The
circuit
described here uses a snap-off diode for constant charge shapin
g in
conjunction with a tunnel diode.

The use of the snap-off diode

reduces the walk caused by varying amplitude photomultiplier signal
s
by acting as a constant charge shaper for the tunnel diode.

The use

of the snap-off diode in timing circuits was originated by Crunbe
rg
(6)
and Tepper.
The purpose of this thesis was to construct a time-of-flight
spectrometer using plastic scintillators coupled to photomultipi
ier
tubes as the primary detectors.

A time-of-flight spectrometer with

at least 2.0 nanoseconds of time resolution was desired.

THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The Theory of a Time-of-Flight Spectrometer
A time-of-flight spectrometer is based on the precise timing
of the interval between two events.

If two particles are emitted in

coincidence from a radioactive source, one particle can be detecte
d
with one detector and the other particle with another detecto
r.

The

time interval between these two detection events can be determi
ned.
This time interval can be related to the flight path of the two
particles to find their time-of-flight from source to detector.
The main requirements placed on the timing circuits .7re that
they be fast (nanosecond timing), that they be able to handle a
wide
range of input signal magnitudes, and that they be able to handle
high count rates without appreciable loss of time resolution.
Each channel of the time-of-flight spectrometer consists of a
(7)
Nuclear Enterprise NE-102 plastic scintillator optically coupled
to a
photomultiplier tube, a voltage divider for proper photomu
ltiplier
dynode bias, a current limiter, a constant charge shaper,
and a
timing pulse output circuit.

One timing pulse output is used as the

start signal and the other for a stop signal for controllina
the timeto-amplitude converter.

The output of the time-to-amplitude

converter is coupled to a multichonncl pulse height analyz
er.

The Photomultiplier Tube
The photomultiplier tube is made up of a photosensitive
cathode followed by a series of secondary emitters called dynodes,
which are maintained at appropriate potentials.

Light which falls

on the photocathode releases electrons and these electrons are
accelerated to the first dynode.

The dynodes are made of P material

which is a good secondary emitter of electrons.

Thus, more electrons

are emitted from each dynode than are incident upon it.

A suitable

arrangement of dynodes causes these electrons to be attracted to the
next successive dynode, and so on.

Typical values of gain for a

8
14-stage multiplier are 10 for an applied overall voltage of 2.2 kV.
The overall gain varies rapidly with the applied voltage which should
(8)
in general be kept constant to 0.1 per cent.
The photocathode spectral sensitivity is a variable depending
on the material used.

It is necessary that the spectral emission of

the scintillator approximately match the spectral sensitivity of the
photocathode.

Sometimes wavelength shifters are used in order to more

(a)
closely match the photocathode.
C4

The Snap-Off Diode
The snap-off diode is a very important part of the timing
The function of the snap-off dicdP is to transform the

circuit.

variable amplitude input signal to a constant charge.
When the ordinary diode is biased in the forward direction,
(9)
there is a stored charge in the diode given by the equatioa

Qs

I r (1 - e
f

2-1

)

••••

F;
where Qs is the stored charge
, If is the forward current amp
litude,
/—

is the life time of the minority
carrier, and t is the time.
For long conduction times we
have

Q3

I
f

.

2-2

The charge distribution as a fun
ction of distance from the
(6)
junction in an ordinary dio
de is exponential (Fig. 3a). Whe
n a
reverse current step is app
lied to the diode, reverse con
duction
occurs until the stored cha
rge is removed from the diode.
There
are roughly two stages fol
lowing the application of the
reverse
current step. The carriers
in the immediate vicirity of
the
junction are removed during
the first stage while the resist
ance
is very kw. In the second
stage the resistance (determin
ed by
diffusion and recombinatio
n) increases to higher and hig
her values.
In the ordinary diode the cha
rge removed during the first sta
ge is
small compared to the total
charge, and the boundary bet
ween the two
(6)
stages is not too clearly
defined.
Unlike the ordinary diode the
snap-off diode has a graded
profile of the impurity concen
tration near the junction (Fi
g. 3b).
This makes a junction charac
teristic which causes approxima
tely 80
per cent of the stored cha
rge to be discharged during the
first stage
and the transition betwee
n stages is very abrupt, lastin
g from 0.1
nanosecond to 0.2 nanosecon
d. It is possible to use the
snap-off
diode to produce short, con
stant charge pulses. If the
snap-off
diode is quiescently biased
with a forward current, I
its stored
t4
charge is approximately giv
en by equation 2-44
. •

N REGION

P REGION

X

N REC1ON

I

P REGION

0

(b)

FIGLaE 3

MINORITY CARRIER CHARGE DISTRIBUTION AS
A FUNCTION CF DISTANCE FROM THE JUNCT;011.
si) ORDINARY DIODE; b) SNAP-OFF DIODZ:61
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Qs - I,

.

There is an output pulse consisting of two parts when a fast
negative input pulse is applied.

The first stage is the prompt

pulse approximately equal to 80 per cent of the stored charge.

The

second is removal of the residual charge which leaves the diode more
slowly.

If the output pulse width is much shorter than '7- , so that

recombination effects can be neglected, the residual charge can be
(9)
neglected.

The Tunnel Diode
The tunnel diode is the device which allows the generation
The voltage-current
(9)
characteristic of a tunnel diode is shown in Fig. 4. If the

of a fast risetiee pulse for timing purposes.

tunnel diode is biased at point A and a pulse input current
'
in
is applied, the voltage across the tunnel diode changes beyond V
toward V
I.

C'

The tunnel diode will return to V

A

if at a time t
Conversely, the

isturned off before the voltage reaches V

tunnel diode will continue to switch to V

if at a time t

2'

I. is turned off after the voltage has changed beyond Vs.
in

The

input charge given by lin t1 is not enough to switch the tunnel
diode to the high voltage state.
charge I. t is enough.
in 2

On the other hand, the input

The limiting case is when the charge - is

only sufficient to switch the tunnel diode to V

V

This is aa

unstable point and whether the tunnel diode returns to VA or goes to
V

is determined by noise.

Therefore, Vs is the pulse threshold

I

I1N

FIGURE 4

I
VA
V3

VOLTAGE

Vc

TUNNEL DIODE VC,TAGE AND CURR
ENT CHARACTERISTIC
AND OPERATING POINTS)

1
VP

1
1

tI B

12

voltage.

The charge to arrive at V is the threshold charge for
B
(9)
switching the tunnel diode into the high voltage state.
The amount of charge used to switch the tunnel diode is a
factor in the "walk" problem.

The Walk Problem
The problem of "walk" or discriminator "tine slewing" is
present to some degree in every fast timing circuit.

In the neutron

time-of-flight spectrometer, the problem arises because neutrons with
the same energy give photomultiplier pulses with a wide range of
amplitudes.

Since every circuit must have soele discrimination level

to reject noise, the larger amplitude pulses appear to have reached
(6)
the timing circuit sooner than the smaller amplitude pulses (Fig. 5).
The time increment LT can be minimized by side-gating and
allowing only a small range of magnitudes to be counted.

Such a

method drastically reduces the count rate, and does not improve the
walk sufficiently in most cases.
The best that can be achieved with an electronic circuit is
to extract all the timing information contained in the photomultiplier
output pulse, ar,-1 supply this information in a useful form to other
(3)
circuits with no dead tine.
The much used picture of the walk in Fig. 5 is not exactly
true for a tunnel diode used in the charge sensitive rec...ion•
minimum charge is needed to switch the tunnel diode into the higll
voltage state.

Also, the magnitude of the charge overdrive

determines the delay in the ou:Tut pulse. A rough picture of Out
(9)
tunnel diode behavior is shown in Fig. 6. The minimum chore

11'

V 1 - LARGER A.
),TLITUDE PULSE
V2 - SMALLER Ai,TLITUDE PULSE

DISCRIMINATION LEVEL
-

TlM

FIGURE 5

)
TRE STANDARD WALK PICTURE('

•••

•Pc.

tab 2AIUCTIA0 301-Irn ao NOILX1113
• SV 2SAIS211 SDVI"..0A
zuoiu 13N.Nal.

9 21f/D13

NTI

4

6

o

3.5

necessary to switch the tunnel diode into the high voltage state is
supplied in each case, but the charge overdrive, Q, is different in
each of the three cases.

Therefore, the real walk with a tunnel

diode is greater than the standard walk already mentioned unless the
amount of charge overdrive is held constant.

This is the purpose for

using a snap-off diode to trigger the tunnel diode.

The Circuit Features
The circuits assembled were two 56 AVP photomultiplier tube
bases with voltage dividers, two current limiters, two constant
charge shapers using snap-off diodes, and two univibrators using
tunnel diodes for generating start and stop timing pulses.

Two

double stage emitter followers were assembled to drive the fastslow coincidence side-gating circuit.
One photomultiplier tube base with voltage divider, one
current limiter, and one double stage emitter follower were mounted
in each of two 3" X 4" X 5" chassis boxes.

Both constant charge

shapers and the start and the stop univibrator were mounted in a
double width standard A.E.C. rack module,

The Photomultiplier Tube Base and Voltage Divider Circuit
The 56 AVP photomultiplier voltage divider is basically the
(10)
one used by Tepper (Fig. 7).
There are two voltage dividers suggested for the 56 AVP in
(I1)
the Amperex manual, and one of these is intended for greater
linearity than the other.

The voltage divider used is one which

is somewhere between the to given.

This makes the anode pulse tend

to saturate slightly with higher inputs to the photomultiplier nibs.

v

120 MI

•

Onib

•••••••

A

3 KV

6

1-G2

16

FIGURE 7
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There are so-xe features of the 56 AVP photomultiplier tube
which should be discussed.

The tube hns 14 stages and has an anode

pulse risetime of 2.0 nanoseconds.
electrode g

1

The potential of the focusing

to the photocathode can be adjusted to obtain several

characteristics.

These characteristics are (1) the collection of the

largest anode signal, (2) the least transit-time fluctuations, (3) the
collection giving the most constant output pulse amplitude, (4) the
controlling of the useful cathode area by giving the electrode gi a
negative potential with respect to the photocathode.
potential of electrode g

1

When the

to the photocathode is zero, approximately

the center half of the photocathode is used.

When the potential of

to the photocathode is made 100 volts negative, only a
(11)
small portion in the center of the photocathode is used.

electrode g

1

The Current Limiter Circuit and Linear Output Circuit
(6)
The current limiter circuit (Fig. 8) is located at the base
of the photomultiplier tube.

It is built on a print board and is a

plug-in module for easy reeovel.

The circuit uses diodes with a

transistor to clip the input signal at a predetermined level of
approximately 10 milliamperes.

The output signal at this level is

approximately 10 milliamperes into a 100 ohm load.

The output of

the limiter is connected to the constant charge shaper by a 92 ohm
coaxial cable.
A double stage emitter follower is located on the same print
board with the current limiter.

The double stage emitter follower

(Fie. 9) takes its input sigeal from the te!•1=_- th d;eede of the
photomultiplier tube, and it has a linear output.

a.

The circurt Ts

•
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"
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22 K

OUTPUT
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(12)
basically one used by Finlay, and it is used to match the high
impedance of the dynode with a 50 ohm cable.

The linear output can

be used with a single channel analyzer and coincidence circuit for
side-gating the time-of-flight spectrometer.

The Constant Charge Shaper Circuit
The constant charge shaper circuit is similar to the one
(6)
used by Tepper. The circuit (Fig. 10) takes its input from the
current limiter and transforms this input signal to a constant charge
output.

D

1

works as a low level discriminator.

input is larger than the bias through D

11

When the signal

the transistor, T

conducting and takes the charge off D
the snap-off diode.
3' .

starts
There

are many small pulses trom the photomultiplier tube which would
continually chance the bias on the snap-off diode, but a small bias
current through DI eliminates nearly all of this noise.

D2 acts as

a fast recovery diode for the snap-off diode.
The snap-off diode is chosen in the following way.

The

stored charge must be large compared with the charge transnjtted
through its capacitance, so as to reduce the influence of variable
signal levels.

It should also be small compared with the total

charge of the input pulse, so that the diode will operate on the
initial slope of the input pulse.

The stored charge needs to be

small so that the bias current of the tunnel diode can be set close
to the peak for better accuracy.
a good choice.

The snap-off diode hpa0154 has a guaranteed minimum

'7- of 20 nanoseconds.
picocoulombs and

About 1.5 to 2.0 pieccoulombs is•

pith the stored charge equril to 2.0

of the order of 20 nanoseconds, the necessarg

•••••

11411T

.02 pf

FIGURE 10
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T.P.
68 K S2
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(6)
CONSTANT CHARGE SHAPER CIRCUIT.

3.3 K c2>

+6 V

0 OUTPUT

2"

quiescent current from equation 2-2 is 100 microamperes.
potentiometer P

1

The

is used to adjust the quiescent bias current in

the snap-oif diode.
The charge removed from the snap-off diode is delivered into
the tunnel d'ode in the pulse output circuit.

The Pulse Output Circuit
(6)
The pulse output circuit (Fig. 11) consists of a transistor
and a tunnel diode to generate a fast riretime pulse.

The tunnel

diode, TD254, is biased near its peak by adjusting P2.

When it

receives the constant charge from the snap-off diode, it switches
into its high voltage state.

There is an immediate flocd of base

current in the transistor causing it to saturate and generate a
very fast risetime pulse.
The second transistor is an inversion stage and the output
transistor is an emitter follower for impedance matching the circuit
to a 50 ohm cable.

The output pulse magnitude is approximately

one volt into a 50 ohm load.
The tunnel diode, TD254, is a high current diode.

The high

current is necessary in order to generate a fast risetime pulse.
The peak current, Tp

of the TD254 is approximately 22 milliamperes

and the valley current is approximately 6 milliamperes.

When the

TD254 is biased near its peak (Point A in Fig. 4) and a small charge
switches the tunnel diode into its high voltage state (Point C In
Fig. 4), there are approximately 12 to 14 milliamperes of the
quiescent bias current that flow into the base of the 2N976

k

390 0

T.P.

-12 V

FIGURE 1.1

-6 V

+6 V

GE-9

-

-

(6)
PULSE OUTPUT CIRCUIT.

-

33 p f

(
..380 0

-

-

OUTPUT

21,

transistor.

It is this flood of base current that causes the

transistor to saturate and generate a fast risetiwe pulse.
The output pulse from one of these circuits is used as the
start pulse and the output pulse from the other circuit is used as
the stop pulse for the time-to-amplitude converter.

I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Effects Usincl A Pulse Cenerator
Evaluation tests were conducted on each assembled circuit
prior to operation as an interal unit.

The tests were conducted

using a Hewlett-Packard 214A pulscr tor a signal input and a
Tektronix 585A real time oscilloscope with current and voltage probes
for a signal monitor.

This method of testing facilitates the

location of faulty or improperly selected components.

However, it

suffers from the disadvantage of testing under idealized conditions
and thus does not permit proper adjusting of all variables in
the system.

The Linear Output Circuit
The

eriLter

follower output circuit was tested using the

pulser and oscilloscope.

Tho pulser supplied a signal that normally

would come from the twelfth dynode of the photomultiplier tube.
linear output was loaded with a 47 ohm resisLor.

The

The 47 ohm

resistor was chosen because the circuit would be coupled with a 50
ohm coaxial cable to a circuit with a 50 ohm input impedance.

The

results of observations with the oscilloscope are presented in
Table 1.
Vhen the input is varied from 0 to 17.0 volts, the m=inum
deviation in the linearity of the output is 0.25 volts.

At 20.0

TABLE 1
RESULTS OF TESTING THE LINEAR OUTPUT
CIRCUIT WITH A PULSER
AND OSCILLOSCOPE

OUTPUT
(VOLTS)

INPUT
(VOLTS)
1.1

.

0.14

1.6

0.20

3.3

0.50

6.5

1.10

10.0

2.00

13.5

.

2.80

16.5

3.20

20.0

3.60

(fall time
increasire)

23.0

3.60

(fall time
increasing)

Output was loaded with a 47 oh—, resistor.

volts input, the output co:iplet
ely saturates,

Since the input is

taken from the twelfth dynode
of the photoultiplier tube, the
linearity within this range is
sufficient for all cases in which the
photomultiplicr tube will be used
.
The Current Limiter Circuit
The ability of the current limite
r circuit to limit the anode
signal was tested using the puls
er and oscilloscope. The photomultiplier tube was not in the
circuit during this phase of tests.
The pulser was coupled through
a capacitor to the input of the
circuit and the output was load
ed with 100 ohms. A 100 ohm load was
chosen because the output will
be coupled with a 92 ohm coaxial
cable to a circuit with a 100
ohm input impedance. A current
probe
was used to measure the inpu
t current and a voltage probe was used
to
measure the output voltage.
The results are presented in Table
2.
From the data it can be obse
rved that when the input current reac
hes
10 milliamperes the output begi
ns to be limited, and as the inpu
t
current is increased up to 400
milliamperes the output remains
constant.
There was a noticeable amount of
spurious oscillation at both
the input and output when the
input current was increased above
200
milliamperes. The source of
the spurious oscillation was diff
icult to
determine. Either the circuit
or the network coupling the puls
er to
the circuit was causing the
spurious oscillation. The ideal
method
for testing the circuit is unde
r actual working conditions, that
is
with the photomultiplicr tube
in thr? circut. Mr7 use cf the
photemultiplier tube with the scin
tillator and radioactive source
to

TABLE 2
RESULTS OF TESTING THE LIMITER
Cl&CUIT WITH A PULSER
AND OSCILLOSCOPE

INPUT
(MILLI/2.2=S)
5

.

OUTPUT
(VOLTS)
•

•

•

. .

10
50

0.5
1,0

.

.

•

100 . .

•

•

. .

1.0

•

•

•

.

1.0

. .

1.0

150 .

•

•

•

200

,

•

•

.

•

•

•

1.0

250

„

•

•

•

•

•

.

1.0

300 .

•

•

•

•

•

.

1.0

350

•

•

•

•

•

400 .

•

•

•

•

•

.

1.0

Output was loaded with a 100 ohm resistor.
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generate the test pulses was difficult because a repetitive pulse
signal of constant magnitude was necessary in order to effectively
observe all the characteristics of the signal.

One method was to use

a repetitive pulse light source in conjunction with the photomultiplier
tube to generate the test pulses.

A

diode which emits a light pulse

each time it is electrically pulsed was coupled to the photomultiplier
tube and used to generate test pulses with the photomultiplier tube
in the circuit.

When a repetitive constant magnitude test signal

such as this was used with the photomultiplier tube in the circuit,
there was very little spurious oscillation at the anode of the photomultiplier tube or at the output of the current limiter circuit.

The Constant Charge Shaper and Pulse Output Circuit
Since the constant charge shaper circuit and the pulse outp,At
circuit when assembled were directly coupled together, it was
necessary to test them as an integral unit.

The bias setting for

both the tunnel diode and the snap-off diode directly affects the
operation of these circuits.

There are several characteristics of

operation that can be achieved by appropriately adjusting the bias
on both the snap-off diode and the tunnel diode. According to
(6)
Tepper, the best time resolution should be achieved when the snap-off
diode bias is as low as possible and the tunnel diode bias is as high
as possible.

However, when the circuit was set in this most

sensitive mode of operation, it was unstable and vulnerable to
spurious oscillation and noise from the other circuits.
tunnel diode bias -was lo,
.?ered and the snap-cff dor
the circuit operated in a more stable manner.

As the

bl;ps

wan raised,

The bias settinas at

e•

this time were selected such that the input current could be varied
over as wide a range as possible and still maintain stable operation.
With the above bias settings, the following tests were made.
The pulser was coupled to the input and the output pulse was
monitored with a sampling oscilloscope which behaves as a 50 ohm load.
The presence of an output pulse and the output pulse shape were noted
for different input voltages.

The minimum input pulse necessary to

obtain an output pulse was 0.85 volts, and the output pulse magnitude
was 1.0 volt into a 50 ohm load.

The risetime of the output pulse

was approximately 2.0 nanoseconds, and the output pulse width was
approximately 20 nanoseconds.

An increase in the magnitude to 1.5

volts at the input resulted in no change in the output pulse shape
or magnitude.
There was an unfavorable reflection of the input pulse to the
constant charge shaper because of an impedance mismatch.

A 100 ohm

resistor was used to terminate the input of the circuit.

This

additional load on the limiting circuit necessitated an increase in
the limiter current output.
The output of the current limiter circuit was then coupled
to the input of the constant charge shaper circuit with a 92 ohm
coaxial cable.

The pulser was coupled to the input of the current

limiter circuit and the output of the constant charge shaper circuit
was loaded with 50 ohms.

The output pulse had a constant shape and

magnitude when the input current was changed from 10 milliamperes to
greeter than 400 milliamperes.

The Results Using Gams Rlys
After evaluation of the pulrer test data and minor changes
in components, the circuits were assembled as an integral unit to
test the spectrometer under actual operating conditions.

This test

was conducted to establish the time resolution of the spectrometer
using coincident gamma rays as timing signals.

The Experimental Setup
The experimental setup which was used in the time resolution
evaluation is shovu in Fig. 12.

In both the start and stop detector,

the anode signal is current limited before it reaches the respective
constant charge shapers.

In both the start and stop side, the charge

from the snap-off diode is used to trigger the respective tunnel
diode timing pulse generators.

The start timing pulse is used to

begin the time-to-amplitude conversion and the stop timing signal,
after an appropriate delay, is used to stop the conversion Frocess.
The output from the time-to-amplitude converter is coupled to a
multichannel pulse height analyzer.
A linear signal, the amplitude of which was proportional to
the energy loss of the rediation in the scintillator, was taken from
the twelfth dynode of the photomultiplier tube.

An emitter follower

was used to match the input impedance of a linear amplifier.

The two

linear amplifiers, two single channel annlyrers and a fast coincidence
module, constituted a standard fast-slow coincidence system.

The

base line and window width settings on the single channel anelyzer
permitted the selection of only predetermined pulse amplitudes from
the photomultiplier tube, whSch were in coincidence, to be used for
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gating the rlultichannel pulse height analyzer input from the timeto-amplitude converter.

This selection, often referred to as side-

gating, was acconplished by using the output of the fast-slow
coincidence system to open the linear gate at the input of the
multichannel analyzer.

The logic shaper and delay module was used

to insure the correct time characteristics of the gate signal.
The Time Resolution Using Na 22
A Na

22

source, which decays by positron emission, was used as

a source of coincident gamma rays.

The positron annihilation produces

two 0.511 May gamma rays that are in coincidence.

The ungated

Compton scattered electron spectrum from one linear output is shown
in Fig. 13.

The different window width and base line settings are

also sho:m with the appropriate energy scale.

The maximum kinetic

energy that a Compton scattered electron can receive from a 0.511
Mel, gamma ray is 0.341 Nev.

The energy scale in Fig. 13 is the

energy of Campton scattered electrons.
If there were no timing uncertainties in the spectrometer,
the output pulses of the tire-to-amplitude converter would all be
precisely the same magnitude and would appear as counts stored in
one channel of the multichannel pulse height analyzer.

However,

because of several factors discussed in the section on the walk
probleEl, there will be see distribution of pulse heights about the
wean value.
4

A measure of the tire resolution of the spectrometer

under a set of conditions is determined by the full width at half
maximum

Fwnm

(Fwnn) of

the pulse height distribution (Fig. IL).

The

was expressed in terre, of time resolution by calibrating the
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charnel scale on the pulse height analyzer.

A calibration display

is also sho:7,1 in Fig. 14, where each peak represents
a change of
4 nanoseconds in the stop channel by the addition of
calibrated
lengths of coaxial cable.

The average shift for several 4 nano-

second changes in the delay was 29 channels.

This yielded a

calibration of 0.138 nanoseconds per channel.
Time resolution data were taken using several window
settings.

In each case a gated and an ungated spectrum from one

linear output was taken in order to determine the pertio
n of the
spectrum accepted by the window setting.

The window setting for

the data in Fig. 14 corresponds to Compton electrons
with a kinetic
energy range of 160 Key to 390 Kev.

Two cther window settings were

used, and one tire resolution test was made using
the full spectrum.
The results from all four are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
THE TINE RESOLUTION USING Na22
WITH FOUR WINDC1
SETTINGS
Full Width At
10 Percent
Maximum
(nanoseconds)

Lower Setting

Upper Setting

Full Width At
Half Maximum

(Key)

(Key)

(nanoseconds)

230

300

0.76

1.45

160

280

0.78

1.50

160

390

0.79

1.55

1.41

3.38

Full Spectrum

The windcw setting is varied over a wide rang
e, but the time
resolution is essentially the same in each case
wheeze side -gating
was used.

The full width at 10 per cent maximum is less
when the

scalier energy window in used.

This narrow base width would be

valuable if a low intensity energy group were
located near a high
intensity energy group.
The spectrometer was evaluated using a high
count rate in the
stop detector.

The normal gated count rate in both the stop and
the

start detectors was approximately 1500 count
s per minute.

Extra

sources were added to the stop detector
so that the count rate in
the gated stop detector was approximately 12,0
00 counts per minute.
The F:1-1M using the window setting and the
normal count rate in the
stop detector was 0.76 nanoseconds.

The nrrill using the same window

and the hi;ll count_ rate in the stop dete
ctor was 0.83 nanoseconds.
The Fra21 using no gating and the high coun
t rate in the stop detector
was 1.59 nanoseconds.

The window setting was such that Compton

electrons with an energy range of 230 Key
to 300 Key were accepted.
The spectrometer was evaluated by changing
the window setting
in steps over the Compton scattered spectrum
.

First, the baseline

was such that Compton electrons down to
zero energy were always
accepted while the window width was vari
ed over several settings to
accept Compton electrons with a mamimum
energy of 550 Kev.

Second,

the baseline and window width were varied
such that the upper Compton
electron energy accepted was always 540
Kev while the lower Compton
electron energy was varied over several sett
ings.
shown in Table 4.

The results are

TABLE 4
THE TIME RESOLUTION USING Na
WITH WIND07.! SETTINGS VARIED
OVER THE CO:2TON SPECTRUII

Lower Setting

22

Upper Setting

Full Width At
Half Maximum

(Key)

(nanoseconds)

(Key)

550

1.11

410

1.59

260

1.66

o

120

1.73

110

540

0.97

250

540

0.69

395

540

0.62

o

It can be observed that the best tire resolution (FVHM =
0.62 nanoseconds) was achieved with a small energy window
at the
high energy portion of the Compton spectrum.

The time resolution

was poorest when a small energy window at the low energy portion
of
the Compton spectrum was used.
The Time Resolution Using Co60
The spectrometer was evaluated using Co60 as a source of
higher energy gamma rays.

60
The Co
source emits a gamma ray with

1.17 Mev energy immediately followed by another gamma ray with
1.33
Nov enerzy.

The maximum kinetic energy of the Compton electrons

associated with these two gamma rays is 0.96 Nev and 1.12 Eev

respectively.
settings.

Titre resolution data were taken using two window

The results are shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5
60
THE TIME RESOLUTION USING Co
WITH TWO WINDOW
SETTINGS

Lower Setting

Upper Setting

Full Width At
Half Maximum

Full Width At
10 Percent
Maximum

(nanoseconds)

(nanoseconds)

AKev)

(Key)

660

890

0.90

1.66

660

780

0.79

1.31

60
The Co
time resolution using the smaller window setting
is approximately the same as with the Na22 source.

IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Accomolishmant of Purpose and Objectives
The primary objective of achieving at least 2.0 nanoseconds
of time resolution (FWHM) using a wide range of pulse heights was
realized under all test conditions.

The best time resolution

obtained was a FUHM of 0.62 nanoseconds, using a narrow range of
pulse heights.

However, the FVIIM increased to only 1.41 nanoseconds

when the full range of pulse heights from the photomultiplier tube
was used.

The full width at 10 per cent maximum was 1.45 nanoseconds

when using narrow side-gating.
when using no side-gating.

This increased to 3.33 nanoseconds

The FWHM increased from 0.76 nanoseconds

to 0.83 nanoseconds when the count rate in the stop detector was
increased by eight fold.
The spectrometer was checked using different tunnel diode
(6)
and snap-off diode bias points. According to Tepper, as discussed
in the section on the constant charge shaper and pulse output
circuit, the time resolution should be better when the snap-off
diode bias is as low as possible and the tunnel diode bias is as
high as possible.

The time resolution using gamma rays was better

when the snap-off diode bias was higher than suggested earlier.
The tunnel diode walk, as previously discussed (Fig. 6), is affected
by a variable charge input.

when the snap-off diode was bias e

at

higher level, there was more stored charge in the dio2e, end there
40

4/

was sufficient charge overdrive from the smaller input pulses to
guarantee faster switching of the tunnel diode.
Table 4 support this conclusion.

The results from

The time resolution was poorest

when ti,c window setting was such that only small input pulses
were accepted.

Areas for Further Effort
The time-of-flight spectrometer in its present state has
two direct applications in experiments.

The first application is

In the area of fast neutron scattering.

In this case, the start

conversion is begun by the detection of an associated particle which
is produced in an accelerator along with the neutrons.
• •

The stop

conversion pulse is initiated by the detection of the neutrons
scattered from a target.

The second application is in the

determination of the lifetime of the excited states of nuclei.
4

The life of the excited states within nuclei range from several
-16
hours to 10
seconds.

The determination of the lifetime of an

excited state yields useful information about the spin and parity
of the level of the state.

The upper limit of this spectrometer

-11
for this application is about 10
seconds.
Recently a new technique for extracting the maximum timing
information from photomultiplier tube pulses has been developed.
(13)
This allows a F";a1M of 0.5 nanoseconds over a 100 to 1 dynamic range.
A spectrcretcr with better time resolution and a greater dynamic
range could be constructed using this better technique.
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